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birthday step stool
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1. Paint the stool with the white craft paint underneath the top (seat) section 
and on the larger side faces. Paint the top (along with the edges) using 
the blue craft paint, adding blue accents along any of the flat edges. Add 
any red or yellow craft paint accents as well where desired, and set aside 
to dry.

2. While the paint is drying, select the following prints from the Chalk Art 
stack: tags and icons, stars, and letter print, and 1 additional print. Select 
3 coordinating solids from the cardstock stack, removing 2 pieces of each.

3. Cut the additional print to 11-1/4” x 8-1/4”. Mount on the first solid 
cardstock sheet and cut out, leaving a thin cardstock border visible on all 
sides.

4. Mount the grouping from step 3 to the center of the star print and cut 
out, leaving a 1/4” border star border visible on all sides.

5. Mount the grouping from step 4 to the next solid cardstock sheet. Cut 
this out, leaving a thin cardstock border visible only on the top and bot-
tom.

6. Mount the grouping from step 5 to the final solid cardstock sheet and cut 
out, leaving a thin cardstock border visible on all sides.

•	 DCWV® 12”x12” Chalk Art Stack
•	 DCWV® 12”x12” Cardstock stack
•	 Unfinished wooden stool
•	 White, blue, red & yellow craft paint
•	 Paint brush(es)
•	 Paper crafting punches—stars
•	 Paper trimmer
•	 Papercrafting adhesive (including decoupage adhesive)
•	 Scissors

SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

DIRECTIONS: 

Skill Level: No experience necessary Crafting Time:  3-5 hrs 



7. Once the paint is dry, adhere the grouping from step 6 to the top (seat 
area) of the stool. Punch out several stars in various sizes from the solids 
and prints; adhere them to the top (seat area) of the stool as well. Seal 
everything in place using decoupage glue.  

8. Cut out the letters “VIP” from the letter print in the stack. Mount them on 
desired solids and cut out. Cut out 2 sentiment squares from the tags and 
icons print; mount them on desired solids and cut out. Cut out 2 addition-
al sentiments and/or icons (i.e. #1) and mount them on desired solids. Cut 
out leaving a thin cardstock border visible on all sides.

9. Mount the VIP letters and the first sentiment square on one the side of the 
1st leg of the stool. Seal it in place with decoupage glue.

10. Mount the other sentiment square and icons on the side 2nd leg of the 
stool.  Seal in place with decoupage glue.

11. Embellish the smaller flat faces (including the side of the stool seat) with 
strips of the star print, sealing everything in place with decoupage glue.


